Health literacy supports active aging
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Discussion around active aging has centered on societal values, norms and benefits related to productivity, with older people regarded as a social and economic resource, and indicators of active aging emphasizing the importance of employment, increased life expectancy and independence (Foster & Walker, 2015). Moreover, the measures of active aging have been conducted at the societal level (Zaidi et al, 2017). From the individual perspective, the will to perform self-selected meaningful activities has been identified as a key factor in active aging (Rantanen et al, 2018a; Stephens et al, 2015). To explore active aging at the individual level, we define it as “the striving for elements of well-being through activities relating to a person’s goals, functional capacities and opportunities” (Rantanen et al. 2018a). A new measurement of active aging (the University of Jyväskylä Active Aging Scale, UJACAS) is based on the viewpoint of individuals and the resources they need to pursue what is personally important for them, and it acknowledges individuals’ participation in regular everyday activities. Using this measurement, the aim of this study was to examine the association between active aging and health literacy among older persons with varying numbers of chronic conditions.

Methods

The participants were 75, 80 and 85-year-old independently living men and women (n=949). Active aging was measured with the University of Jyväskylä Active Aging Scale (UJACAS) (Rantanen et al. 2018a), and health literacy with the Finnish translation of the short version of the European Health Literacy Survey (HLS-EU-Q16) (Sorensen et al, 2013; Eronen et al, 2019). Physician-diagnosed chronic conditions were self-reported and participants’ gender and age drawn from the Finnish National Population Register (Rantanen et al 2018b). Length of education, living situation (alone or with someone), depressive symptoms, cognitive capacity and physical performance were considered as potential confounders. Linear regression analyses and general linear model were used to estimate the associations between active aging, health literacy and number of chronic conditions.
**Results**

Nearly half of the participants (47%) were 75, 33% were 80 and 20% were 85 years old. The proportion of women was 56.3%. Of all participants, 53% had sufficient, 35% problematic and 12% inadequate health literacy. The 75-year-olds showed the highest proportion of participants with sufficient health literacy (60.5%) and the 85-year-olds the highest proportion of those with inadequate health literacy (18.8%). The mean number of chronic conditions was 3.4. Linear regression analyses, adjusted for all confounders, showed that health literacy ($\beta 0.18, p<0.001$) and chronic conditions ($\beta -0.06, p=0.021$), were associated with active aging. When the number of chronic conditions was divided into categories (0-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 or more conditions), in each category the participants with sufficient health literacy had significantly higher active aging scores than those with problematic or inadequate health literacy.

**Conclusions**

Our findings suggest that higher levels of health literacy enable older persons to maintain higher levels of active aging, including those with multiple chronic conditions. It seems that high health literacy buffers against the negative consequences of chronic conditions, and it may also capture an individual’s resources for coping with illnesses, such as dealing with medications and visiting health care for regular check-ups. Moreover, better self-care skills of individuals with good health literacy may also underlie the more positive perception of active aging (Osborn et al, 2011). In addition, it is possible that persons with higher health literacy also possess other resources that enable them to find ways to continue engaging in activities meaningful to them irrespective of chronic conditions (Siltanen et al, 2019; Tourunen et al, 2019). An older person with chronic conditions is often a health care client, and to respond to their individual needs, health care workers need competence to identify patients and clients whose health literacy skills are below optimal, and ability to adapt their communication according to the client’s level of health literacy (van der Heide et al, 2018).
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